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family networks: brokering circular migration of Vietnamese
sex workers to Singapore
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ABSTRACT
This article proposes an ethnographic examination of the inner
workings of unsanctioned informal networks that facilitate the
circular migration and labour of Vietnamese sex workers to
Singapore. These operations are coordinated by brokers who sell
migration services to their clients. I conceptualise them as ‘quasi-
family networks’ because kinship bonds, the fact that brokers
(‘mothers’) and sex workers (‘daughters’) operate under the
framework of a family ethos which allows them to establish
intimate and unequal relationships, and socialising and
reproductive processes inscribed in the family form, are defining
structural features. The study of these organisational and
operational traits allows us to consider a new network model in
the field of transnational unsanctioned migration for sex work,
and to discuss issues of network structure, adaptability and
reproduction in repressive market environments in relation to the
family form.
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The sex trade in Southeast Asia has receivedmuch attention in the past few decades.While a
number of works have examined the national and transnational migration of sex workers
(see e.g. Aoyama 2009; Chin and Finckenauer 2012), little is known about the networks
that facilitate this mobility and the brokerage processes this involves. This article addresses
this gapwith an ethnographic examinationof the innerworkings of unsanctionedmigration
networks that facilitate the transportation, accommodation and employment ofVietnamese
sex workers in Singapore. Despite operating in a highly regulated and hostile environment,
these networks have proliferated over the past 15 years, as shown by the pervasive presence
of Vietnamese women in the Singapore sex industry (Lainez 2011; Shaw and Rahil 2006).
These small, informal and family-oriented structures facilitate the circular migration of
Vietnamese sex workers who work for 30-day stints, often several times a year. They are
led by a broker – meaning a ‘human actor who gains something from the mediation of
valued resources that he or she does not directly control’ (Lindquist 2015, 870) – who
sells logistic, financial and administrative services to sexworkers. I argue that these networks
are shaped by the family form and structured around kinship ties. In addition, they develop
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and sustain a family ethos and a matrix of social relationships that combines violence and
intimacy, all the while facilitating socialisation and reproduction processes. I will thus use
the expression ‘quasi-family networks’ in this article to refer to these structures. By focusing
on network structure, power relationships and brokerage processes, I propose a new
network model involved in the facilitation of migration for sex work in Asia.

These operations typically fall into the categories of decentralised, dyadic and corporate
networks. Decentralised networks are horizontal and flexible structures with no visible
core and an even distribution of roles among its members. In China, a country where
the demand for transnational migration to wealthy countries with restrictive immigration
policies has exploded in the past few decades, Sheldon Zhang (2008; see also Zhang, Chin,
andMiller 2007) describes how Fujianese ‘snakeheads’ organise themselves in ‘dyadic cart-
wheel networks’ comprising of a few individuals connected to one other through ‘one-on-
one’ or dyadic relationships. These members conduct specific tasks and serial transactions
including recruitment, logistical coordination, preparation of documents, bribing of offi-
cials, escorting clients across borders, and payment collection in the United States.

This decentralisedmodel applies to themigration of Thai sex workers to Japan in the late
1990s, a timewhen femaleworkersmigrated to this countrymainly through irregularmeans
(Sobieszczyk 2002, 3). Here, a recruiter enlists a prospective sex worker from his/her social
network and introduces her to an agent. The agent places her with a broker in Japan,
arranges logistical details and delivers her to an escort. The escort accompanies her
during the trip often via a third country, and delivers her to a broker in Japan. Lastly, the
broker delivers the migrant to a Japanese or Thai procurer for employment (Caouette
and Saito 1999;HumanRightsWatch 2000). This process has been framed as involving traf-
ficking because deception, coercion, debt bondage and passport confiscation are used along
the way, a conclusion disputed by Teresa Sobieszczyk (2002). The transportation and
employment of Nigerian sex workers to Europe through decentralised networks is also
framed as trafficking (Mancuso 2014). According to Paolo Campana (2016, 82, 76), these
networks are ‘a collection of largely independent actors’ who externalise activities and
assume different roles: ‘management’ for those who coordinate activities without centralis-
ing finances, ‘resource acquisition’ refers to those who arrange paperwork and logistics,
‘trolleys’ accompany migrants during their trip, and ‘madams’ are often former sex
workerswho employ themigrants in the receiving country. Sine Plambech (2017, 145) stres-
ses that recruiters can be deported migrants or businessmen who use their personal and
family connections with madams and other facilitators in Europe to arrange migration
through licit and illicit means.

With the intensification of the fight against human trafficking and the on-going shift
from undocumented to documented labour migration across Asia, decentralised networks
are being sanctioned by countries like Japan as part of their effort to regulate the inflow of
foreign hostesses under an ‘entertainment visa’ scheme. Rachel Parreñas (2011) describes a
model in which unlicensed talent managers train prospective Filipino hostesses, licensed
promotion agencies organise their auditions and promoters recruit and supply them to
Japanese bar owners. As opposed to those operating in Thailand in the late nineties,
these Filipino-Japanese networks operate under a paternalistic legal framework that sanc-
tions their activity in both the sending and receiving countries. Parreñas (2011) shows that
although originally designed to decrease the risk of trafficking and labour exploitation, this
framework magnifies migrants’ vulnerability and brokers’ impunity.
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The literature stresses the existence of even smaller networks resulting in dyadic con-
nections involving a pair of actors whose ‘operations depend on interpersonal connections
and luck rather than systematic planning’ (Chin 2013, 131). In Kuala Lumpur, ‘anchovy’
operators recruit migrant women who are already working in Malaysia to become sex
workers, as well as sex workers from other networks. In China, the migration of
Chinese sex workers to Asia is managed by small players. They may act as ‘chickenheads’
who either facilitate the migration and labour of the women to Hong Kong, Macau and
Singapore, or merely as procurers in the destination countries. In Taiwan, they are
called ‘agents’ who assume ownership over the migrants because they advance their
travel expenses from China, whereas in Indonesia, ‘agents’ simply assist sex workers by
organising their transportation and acting as middlemen to find jobs (Chin and Fincke-
nauer 2012, 147–155). This dyadic model applies to ‘dilettante recruiters’ commissioned
by owners of the entertainment outlets where they work to recruit acquaintances in
their communities in Laos (Molland 2012a).

The loose structure of decentralised and dyadic networks stands in contrast with that of
crime syndicates, which have long served as a reference in the study of human smuggling
and trafficking (Salt and Stein 1997). In criminology, the corporate model describes tra-
ditional syndicates like the Italian mafia (Ianni 1972) as hierarchical, centralised, ritualised
and bureaucratic corporations that exert tight control over their members, run their oper-
ations efficiently and monopolise markets. Christine Chin (2013) provides a rare account
of a well-established crime organisation. Syndicate X, which facilitates the migration and
employment of non-trafficked Chinese sex workers to Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia. Syndi-
cate X is vertically integrated and structured around a gendered division of labour that
comprises four male principals with a tier of middle management in charge of operations
and ancillary activities. While the corporate model is relevant in some cases, it seems to be
rather exceptional in the fields of human smuggling and trafficking.

In sum, these works describe network models that facilitate transnational migration for
sex and labour. They stress the need to examine the conditions under which networks
emerge and thrive, their features including the distribution of roles, tasks and liabilities,
and issues surrounding exploitation, which have informed the dominant trafficking fra-
mework used for their study. The case of Vietnamese quasi-family networks in Singapore
showing how central the family form is to the emergence and sustenance of similar oper-
ations, and that popular views that correlate the facilitation of migration sex work and traf-
ficking do not always stand up to scrutiny.

I substantiate this argumentwith ethnographic data. In 2010, I conducted in-depth inter-
views in Ho Chi Minh City with six sex workers and one broker operating in Singapore.
Moreover, I conducted participant observation and in-depth interviews in Singapore
with 10 sex workers and informal discussions with 10 other women in the apartment of a
Vietnamese broker – I will refer to by the pseudonym of Oanh –where I lived for five
months (see Figures 1 and 2). During the first two months, I embedded myself in the com-
munity by followingOanh and her clients in their daily endeavours. I had coffee and dinner
with them, followed them to pagodas, churches and casinos, help them to remit money to
Vietnam and top up their telephone cards, translated their communications with their
patrons, and taught them English. On the third and fourth months of my fieldwork, I con-
ducted open interviews with themwith.Meanwhile, I continued to participate in their daily
lives. I also had discussions with another broker living next door, two Vietnamese
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permanent residents, a visa sponsor, an odd-jobman and a recruiter for karaoke outlets, and
four customers of the sexworkers. Between 2011 and 2014, I trackedOanh’s whereabouts in
Singapore and in Vietnam and kept in contact with two of her clients.My analysis pays par-
ticular attention to her network. Brokers operate at the margins of legality in a competitive
market, and therefore are secretive about their operation. This makes it difficult for an

Figure 1. The living, eating and clothes-drying area at Oanh’s apartment (all photos taken by the
author in 2010).
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ethnographer to embed himself in various networks simultaneously. I compensate for this
sampling limitation by triangulating the data from Oanh’s network with that from other
brokers and sex workers from other networks seven lawsuits against brokers and procurers
retrieved from the Singapore Academy of Law, 140 newspaper clippings on sex work in Sin-
gapore covering 2 decades, and statistics.

In Singapore, I conducted most of my investigation in the residential area of Joo Chiat.
It became the main Vietnamese red light district in town in the early 2000s, following a
drop in the property market and a rapid expansion of entertainment outlets. Most of
the prostitution activities in this area take place in the notorious ‘Blue Zone’ stretch
(see Figure 3). In the mid-2000s, the proliferation of streetwalkers, pubs, karaoke bars
and massage outlets sparked anxiety among residents who perceived foreign sex
workers as ‘threatening Others’ (Hubbard 2004, 1699 on Paris and London). This led to
the formation of two government-backed neighbourhood associations aimed at eradicat-
ing ‘vice’ (Chua 13/02/2005; see Shaw and Rahil 2006). After an aggressive campaign that
lead to the imposition of various measures including a moratorium on the approval of new
licenses for entertainment outlets, a reduction of opening hours for pubs, the ban on
transit hotel rates and a tough raid policy, the scale of the entertainment industry in
Joo Chiat decreased and the number of pubs and massage parlours fell. Between 2010
and 2017, an average of 15 pubs and karaoke outlets have remained active.

The following sections examine the context in which quasi-family networks emerged in
Singapore, the role of kinship in structuring them, and the implications of the family form
for creating and sustaining family-informed relationships and efficient modes of sex
worker socialisation, client recruitment and network reproduction.

1. Repressive containment: the environment in which quasi-family
networks thrive

Vietnamese quasi-family networks proliferate in Singapore under particular conditions
which provide fertile ground for growth. The geo-cultural (Chin and Finckenauer 2012,

Figure 2. The rooms in Oanh’s apartment, two women to each single mattress.
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464) and market (Zhang 2008, 136) environment in which informal migration networks
operate inform their organisational and operational features, and their defining ‘relations,
processes, practices and subjectivities’ (Hoang 2015, 694). In Singapore, market, political
and legal conditions favour circular migration brokered by small and discreet networks.
This country has a thriving sex industry segmented by race, class and gender, which
employs women with various origins and backgrounds. The majority come from South-
east Asian countries like Vietnam, Thailand, the Philippines and Indonesia, as well as
China and Bangladesh. The expectation of high earnings in a valued currency is the
chief pull factor. Vietnamese women perceive the city–state as an Eldorado where they
may earn at least S$1000 per month, an amount that is difficult to earn back home
under the same conditions. My Vietnamese informants often stated that, ‘it is easy to
earn big money by going to Singapore’. In this idyll, they felt that risks related to immi-
gration and repression were worth taking.

These risks are paramount, as foreign sex workers are subject to legal barriers aimed at
preventing them from entering and working in Singapore, and to the disciplinary technol-
ogies ‘imposed by the state to gaze over, control, or surveil sexual practices among the
transient foreign population’ (Kitiarsa 2008, 598). Various laws apply to them. The Immi-
gration Act bans the entry to ‘prohibited immigrants’, a category that includes sex workers,
procurers and brokers. Officials from the Immigration and Checkpoints Authority (ICA)
routinely refuse entry to suspected sex workers at the borders. Their decision depends on
profiling criteria such as age, sex, appearance, the availability of a return ticket, the number

Figure. 3. The Blue Zone stretch on Joo Chiat Road. The popular Blue Lagoon pub closed its doors in
late 2010.
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of previous visits to Singapore and ‘show money’ (tiền xách tay for ‘pocket money’) that
visitors might be requested to show to prove their financial solvency (see Lainez 2011).
The ICA does not provide official figures for rejections at the borders. However, their fre-
quency has created discontent in Vietnam (Vietnam News Agency 26/07/2015). Recently,
following a complaint from the Vietnamese Embassy in Singapore, an ICA official stated
that 98% of Vietnamese visitors are allowed to enter the country (Cheong 28/07/2015),
which would mean that 1423 out of the 71,1581 who visited Singapore were rejected in
2016. This unofficial estimate is low in my opinion. I travelled between Ho Chi Minh
City and Singapore six times in 2011. Each time I landed at Changi Airport, I observed
ICA officials taking at least one female Vietnamese visitors aside for an interview at the
immigration counter. When I returned to Vietnam, I saw on five occasions Singaporean
policemen escorting groups of two to six Vietnamese women who had been refused entry
the previous day – including some sex workers I knew from Joo Chiat – onto the departure
area for an early morning budget carrier flight to Ho Chi Minh City.

Foreign sex workers are also subject to legislation on prostitution. The Miscellaneous
Offences Act criminalises public soliciting, the penal code the prostitution of women
under 18, and the Women’s Charter harbouring, procuring, deception and trafficking;
charges that are filed against brokers. However, the government also believes that restrict-
ing the supply of sex workers without meeting the demand for paid sex may provoke social
unrest. It operates under the assumption that prostitution cannot be eradicated, and that
attempts to do so may fuel criminality, women’s exploitation and the spread of sexually
infectious diseases. Thus, prostitution is perceived as a necessary evil that must be con-
tained (Joel 1996; Ong 1993) in line with the ‘politics of spatial planning’ that segregates
foreign labour migrants from Singaporeans (Kitiarsa 2008, 599). These beliefs inform an
unwritten policy which allows some licensed brothels to recruit foreign women under the
Working Performing Artist Pass scheme in four Designated Red-light Areas. Outside of
these areas including in Joo Chiat, sex workers engaging in outdoor and indoor soliciting
may be arrested (see Khoo 04/07/2011). Raids are a frequent occurrence. During my stay
at Oanh’s place, various women vanished abruptly after being arrested in raids in two
popular pubs on Joo Chiat Road (see Figure 4).2 Official figures are again unavailable.
However, former Home Affairs Minister Wong Kan Seng stated that 5400 foreign sex
workers were arrested in 950 vice-related operations in 2007 (AFP 22/01/2008). This
figure rose to 7614 in 2009 and dropped to 5213 in 2013 according to estimates from
Project X, a grassroots organisation supporting sex workers in Singapore. It dropped
again from 4886 in 2014 to 2947 in 2016, according to a media report citing police
sources (Ong 09/01/2017). Although unofficial, these statistics highlight the intensity of
repression conducted under the containment policy. In addition, the authorities actively
fight crime syndicates to make sure they do not control the sex trade (Tan and Gill
2014, 2).

Overall, the strict enforcement of immigration and prostitution regulation in Singapore
forces Vietnamese sex workers to undertake 30-day stints with social visit passes for up to
three or four times a year, and to rely on small and discreet networks run by brokers to
arrange their transportation, accommodation and employment in Singapore. These
brokers engage in ‘transfer brokerage’ as they conduct ‘information or other resources
from one alter to another who cannot be directly reached’ (Spiro, Acton, and Butts
2013, 131). They coordinate a one-stop shop that provides all the necessary services to
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their clients, including assistance in obtaining passports in Vietnam,3 return air tickets
with low-cost carriers, the advance of S$800 for ‘show money’, the provision of an
address for the disembarkation card preferably located outside the red-light areas, taxi
pick up to/from the departure and arrival airports, board and lodging in a safe house,
and assistance for extending short-term passes or renewing them through visa runs to
Johor Bahru in Malaysia. Brokers sell these services à la carte, or as a package (Law 18/
03/2015). Some brokers operating outside Joo Chiat also act as procurers, a point to
which I will return later. By facilitating the connection between sex workers and
patrons, they engage in ‘matchmaking brokerage, in which ego introduces or otherwise
makes possible a tie from one alter to another’ (Spiro, Acton, and Butts 2013, 131). In
both scenarios, brokers supervise and assume full responsibility for their operations.

2. Kinship bonds and fluid structure: the defining features of quasi-family
networks

Quasi-family networks are dynamic and informal structures erected around kinship
bonds. In Singapore, most brokers are Vietnamese women married to Chinese Singapor-
ean men. They reside in the city–state as permanent residents or holders of long-term
social visit passes. Marriage allows them to use their husband’s housing and/or legitimate
businesses including Vietnamese eateries – as was the case of Oanh’s next-door neighbour
in Joo Chiat – as a cover to host sex workers and conduct brokerage operations. This

Figure 4. ICA and the police conduct a raid in the Blue Zone stretch. Consequently, two sex workers
from Oanh’s network were arrested and expelled from Singapore.
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familial organisation also prevailed in the network of the female broker I met in Ho Chi
Minh City who worked with her husband. It also informed Oanh’s network: she worked
with her ex-husband who facilitated financial and logistics services to the sex workers, her
daughter who booked air tickets from the travel agency she worked at in Ho Chi Minh
City, her cousin who provided domestic services, and her former Singaporean son-in-
law who carried out works in the apartment in Joo Chiat. This was also the case for
Seng Swee Meng, a Chinese Singaporean broker whose network was dismantled by the
police. This man worked with his Vietnamese wife who was in charge of recruiting sex
workers in Vietnam, his sister-in-law married to a Singaporean civil servant, and his
brother-in-law who provided miscellaneous services in Singapore (Alkhatib 14–15/04/
2012a, 2012b see also Cheong 28/07/2015; b; Law 18/03/2015). Hence, spouses and first
and second-degree relatives form the core of quasi-family networks. As pointed out by
the broker I met in Ho Chi Minh City, marrying a local man is one of the main objectives
of many sex workers who ‘after working there, try to catch a husband, anyone as long as
they have someone there’ to reside in Singapore and work steadily as a sex worker, and
accessorily as a recruiter or broker.

However, some brokers are unable to secure a marriage, and as a consequence, operate
in precarious conditions. They rely on kin and social relations to work in Singapore. Oanh,
had not divorced her former Vietnamese husband and thus could not marry a Singapor-
ean man to settle in Singapore. She had to resort to 30-day social visit passes that she
renewed and extended regularly, and on long-term passes that she obtained on two
occasions by accompanying her daughter for study purposes. Moreover, she could not
rent property as a social visit pass holder. Hence, she sublet a three-room apartment
from a Singaporean friend in 2008 and 2009, a five-room unit from a Vietnamese busi-
nesswoman in 2010, and a two-room flat from a Singaporean man who was fond of
her in 2011 and 2013, all in the environs of Joo Chiat. In her network, the relationships
with her acquaintances and suitors played the same bonding role as marriage to sustain
her operation in Singapore.

In addition to relatives and close allies, brokers also rely on an evolving number of
trusted sex workers and professional service providers who provide flexible labour,
social capital and specialised skills. Trusted sex workers are returnees who join the
broker’s inner circle and work as dilettante recruiters for ‘coffee money’ (tiền café).
Service providers offer services on demand. Oanh, for instance, relied on Vietnamese per-
manent residents to collect addresses, recruiters for karaoke outlets, and Singaporean men
who arranged visa runs to Malaysia and sponsored the renewal of short-term passes.4

Since most relatives, close allies, trusted clients and service providers have transient com-
mitments to the brokerage business, the brokers rely on them opportunistically based on
their availability.

This explains why the structure of quasi-family networks is not cast in stone, but
changes organically in line with the high turn-over of associates who orbit around the
brokers’ world. Hence fleeting relationships and passing opportunities define quasi-
family networks structured around brokers acting as fixed points in a dynamic social
environment. These brokers bridge ‘structural holes’ that ‘separate non-redundant
sources of information’ (Burt 2005 [1992], 16). By brokering connections between uncon-
nected kin, clients and service providers to gain some advantage, they act as ‘tertius
gaudens’ – literally the ‘third who benefits’ in Simmellian terms – or ‘network
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entrepreneurs’ (Burt 2005 [1992], 17–18). From an organisational perspective, quasi-
family networks combine features from dyadic networks such as the one-person band,
and from decentralised networks such as task differentiation and diffused liability. The
need for a safe house, addresses away from red light districts and the financial and oper-
ational capacity to provide services to numerous women requires a structure that goes
beyond rudimentary dyadic networks. However, this structure does not require the com-
plexity of decentralised networks as the facilitation of circular migration to Singapore
involves simple, inexpensive and partly legal operations.5 The organisational and oper-
ational features of quasi-family networks are thus constrained by purpose, environment
and operational requisites.

3. When brokers become mothers: family ethos and ambivalent
relationships

Besides shaping the structure of quasi-family networks, the family form provides the sub-
stance for undertaking socialising processes in the protected social space of the safe house,
and for establishing relationships blending intimacy and violence. Brokers enhance a sense
of family by clustering and accommodating sex workers in their flats. They recruit women
with the same ethnic (Vietnamese or kinh), socioeconomic (modest) and cultural (famil-
istic mind-set) backgrounds. These ethnic and social bonds facilitate the creation of a pro-
tective world from within (ở trong) akin to a family home, in contrast to a hostile world
from without (ở ngoại) patrolled by vigilant police officers and angry neighbours (see
Lainez 2011; Shaw and Rahil 2006, 195–196). Brokers encourage their clients to live reclu-
sively in their apartments. Many sex workers are frightened of leaving their place of resi-
dence for fear of being arrested. Where confinement often equates to abuse in the
trafficking paradigm (Asia Watch 1993), in the brokerage operations of our case study,
it mostly provides security.

Most importantly, reclusion in safe houses allows brokers and sex workers to operate
under a family ethos, a practice observed in communities of sex workers in Laos (Lyttleton
2014, 64; Molland 2012b, 168) and Cambodia (Hoefinger 2013, 126). The Vietnamese
system of person reference uses kinship terms in place of personal pronouns to address
kin and non-kin (Van Luong 1984). In both cases, a speaker considers the gender, age,
lineage and social status of his/her interlocutor to select an appropriate term and
behave in a certain way. In Singapore, the brokers push the boundaries of this system
by operating under a family ethos. Oanh and her clients addressed each other with the
terms con (child) and mẹ (mother) without consanguinity or affinity ties, instead of the
more usual pairs cháu/cô (nephew-niece-paternal aunt) or chị/em (old sister-younger
brother-sister). In addition, Oanh presented her clients to third parties as her ‘daughters’
(con gái), occasionally as her ‘girls’ (đào), an old word for ‘artist’ or ‘mistress’. This family
ethos locates brokers and sex workers in a strong but reassuring hierarchical position,
which includes limited obligations and rights. It also enhances the culturally prescribed
role of trustworthy caretaker in the family assigned to women (Schuler et al. 2006),
which brokers embrace to establish gendered and motherly relationships with their clients.

Brokers become surrogate mothers who socialise and teach their ‘daughters’ the know-
how to succeed in Singapore. They provide ‘apprenticeships in prostitution’ (Bryan 1965)
that include advice on how to dress, behave, respond and introduce themselves to ICA
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officials in order to pass immigration controls at Changi Airport. They also teach tech-
niques to scan and secure a stable pool of customers, to negotiate good deals, and to
find safe working locations. When the frequency of crackdowns increases in certain
red-light areas, sex workers change their place of work or become more discreet, for
example by hiding in entertainment outlets and reducing their outdoor visibility. Part
of the training takes place when brokers take their new recruits to the cafés, eateries
and bars of Joo Chiat where colleagues, friends, former sex workers married to Singapor-
ean men, lovers and regular clients congregate to pass the time and often pay for beer and
food. These gatherings allow the newcomers to eat and drink for free while familiarising
themselves with their new working environment. Life in the safe houses also involves
intense emotional exchanges. ‘Mother’ Oanh and her ‘daughters’ spent most of the day
chatting, playing cards, commenting on text messages from love-struck clients, visiting
temples and churches to pray for protection and good luck, and dressing up and applying
makeup in the late afternoons. Hence the family ethos manifests itself as a vibrant
economy of material and symbolic exchanges (see Cheng 2010, 108–113 for Korea).

The enactment of a motherly bond goes hand in hand with the promotion of an altruis-
tic narrative that conceals the positional and informational asymmetries and blends
market and gift economies, as Oanh explained during a discussion about her responsibil-
ities regarding her ‘daughters’:

A ‘madam’ [mámì] is the one who takes care of boys and girls, and in exchange, the girls have
to give her money. I am doing this but I don’t like to be called ‘madam’. They call me ‘mother’
[mẹ] because I help them, I take care of them when they are sick. They are like my children so
they call me ‘mother’. I do that because Jesus teaches that we have to help people around us. I
think I am doing charity.

The normalisation of this caring narrative informs the positive views that sex workers pro-
pagate about brokers. They perceive their services as ‘help’ (giúp) rather than as clear-cut
market transactions, acknowledging that ‘altruistic and profit-oriented social networks
cannot be disentangled from one other’ in the brokerage industry (Lindquist, Xiang,
and Yeoh 2012, 17; see also Missbach 2015, 444; Molland 2012b, 172; Plambech 2017,
145, 147). Brokers are thus ‘good people’ (người tốt) willing to help, as one of Oanh’s
clients described:

If I have some problem, I can call mother Oanh. I am one of her close officers. She has obli-
gations towards me. She must stand for me. When I work, if someone asks me, I tell them I
am her officer, so they know who I am. If a daughter of someone else troubles me, mother can
interfere for me.

This narrative sustains and reinforces asymmetry between ‘mothers’ and ‘daughters’.
However, this hierarchy is called into question when sex workers provide assistance to
their brokers. I often saw Oanh struggling to pay bills on time and make ends meet.
She always managed to overcome adversity by keeping low expectations and living on
the edge of bankruptcy, but also by borrowing money from relatives and trusted clients.
She approached these loans as a gift-based economy of services encapsulated in the
expression ‘I help you once, you help me back’ (giúp qua giúp lại), which resonates
with the resource-sharing (Morselli and Savoie-Gargiso 2014) and collaborative
(Marcus et al. 2014) relational frameworks between procurers and sex workers that high-
light varied and nuanced exchanges without precluding power disparity. This finding
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challenges the numerous studies that portray brokers and pimps as coercive traffickers and
exploiters (see Brady, Biradavolu, and Blankenship 2015).

The point of contention lies in the power of the broker over the sexual labour of her
clients. In Joo Chiat, brokers do not act as procurers, meaning they provide services to
women who pay them through sexual labour, but without controlling their activities.
This flexible arrangement reduces brokers’ risk of being reported by unhappy clients to
the police for abuse and trafficking. It also allows them to establish a good reputation
in the small but competitive local brokerage market where numerous networks vie for a
limited pool of clients, and where having a good reputation is critical to staying in
business; a finding consistent with previous studies on human smuggling (Bilger,
Hofmann, and Jandl 2006; Zhang 2008, 151). This labour arrangement, however, does
not imply that brokers and clients are equals, even if the former do not act as procurers.
Like in the unequal parental relationship, junior sex workers depend on their senior
brokers in many respects due to information asymmetry and a lack of experience and
social and material capital, at least in the early stages of their circular migration to
Singapore.

However, the power differential is even higher when their brokers act as procurers,
which is the case in some areas of Geylang (see Cheong 28/07/2015). I had discussions
with Vietnamese sex workers operating in dark alleys in Geylang under the strict super-
vision of procurers who managed their sexual labour. In addition to covering their
travel and living expenses as their peers did in Joo Chiat, these women shared 50% of
their earnings with their broker acting as madams. The cases reported in the media and
in legal archives often refer to abusive scenarios in which brokers compelled new recruits
to provide sex services to pay off travel and living expenses (see Alkhatib 14-15/04/2012a,
2012b; Thuc 30/06/2009), sometimes after having lured them with false promises of work.
This is the case of Nguyễn Thị Bích Liễu, a Vietnamese broker and procurer married to a
Singaporean man who was jailed for coercing and procuring a woman who was recruited
under false pretences by her associate in Vietnam, with Nguyễn not having known about
this until the woman arrived in Geylang (Public Prosecutor v Nguyen Thi Bich Lieu 2012).
While these abusive cases nurture anxieties around trafficking (see Yea 2014), they are not
representative of the situation in various Vietnamese enclaves including Joo Chiat,
Orchard Towers and some lorong in Geylang, where brokers do not act as procurers.
However, this does not prevent brokers from creating stratification and establishing dom-
ination, two conditions that sustain brokerage operations, and more generally speaking,
the institution of the family.

4. When daughters become mothers: recruitment and reproduction of
quasi-family networks

The broker–sex worker relationship is central to ensuring the social reproduction of quasi-
family networks. The brokers must secure the loyalty of their clients who engage in circu-
lar migration and are at risk of being rejected, arrested and expelled from Singapore. The
high turn-over and the unpredictability associated with repression compel the brokers to
develop efficient modes of recruitment and network reproduction. The choice of like-
minded individuals and the creation of symbiotic yet unequal bonds with sex workers
provide an assurance of loyalty, trust, conformity and a sense of obligation towards
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them and fellow network members. This relationship lays the ground for further
cooperation in terms of recruitment of new clients. As shown by the pervasive presence
of Vietnamese sex workers in Singapore, quasi-family networks are able to maintain a sus-
tainable level of operations despite rejections and raids.

In fact, brokers rely on redundant and non-redundant connections to keep and expand
their client base. Mark Granovetter (1973) posits that strong ties or redundant networks of
kin and close friends are less helpful than weak ties or non-redundant networks of
acquaintances in finding jobs, as the former bring boundless information and resources
from distant hubs. Vietnamese brokers use strategically weak as well as strong ties.
They recruit new clients through occasional clients or ‘daughters’, but also through
strong ties or trusted clients whom Oanh referred to as ‘officers’ (lính). During my stay
at her apartment, two resident sex workers had been introduced by occasional clients,
and various others had been presented by other brokers who could not host them. In
addition, two other women were recruited by one of Oanh’s ‘officer’ who was establishing
herself as a broker. Oanh also enlisted clients in Ho Chi Minh City. In 2011, I attended a
dinner in which two trusted clients I had met in Joo Chiat introduced her to new recruits.
Another sex worker I met in Ho Chi Minh City explained how she was recruited, trained
and taken to Geylang:

When I worked for a nail shop, there was a client who asked me if I wanted to sell sex in
Singapore. She used to come to my shop to take care of her nails. I agreed. Before I got on
the plane, she taught me for free 100 English sentences in one week. She also took me to
the office to get my passport. I paid VND200,000 for it. She bought me the ticket, but I
had to find VND 3,5 million to pay for it. She also lent me S$1,000 for ‘show money’.
When I arrived at the airport, she gave me the ticket. She, another girl, and I went to Singa-
pore together. She ordered us not to talk to each other, so that the police would not know that
we knew each other. Otherwise, we were told, they could ask us a lot of questions and it would
be more difficult to get through immigration. Actually, the police questioned me and I replied
that I came just for holiday. And they let me pass without even checking my money. When I
arrived in Singapore, I paid her S$1,100. She also introduced me to her relative in Singapore,
the person in charge of the house where I would stay. She was paid S$100 for introducing me
to them, so she earned S$200 all together, 100 from the show money and 100 for introducing
me to that person.

Weak and strong ties are therefore a flexible, cheap and efficient resource allowing brokers
to keep their networks potentially infinite and to withstand rejections, raids and risk. The
social process by which ‘daughters’ are integrated into a protective quasi-family network,
socialised and briefed on critical matters arouses their sympathy and allegiance towards
their ‘mothers’, and their possible commitment to engaging in dilettante recruitment.

This process sheds light on the issue of network reproduction and especially redun-
dancy, which is the process by which strong ties or close members take the place of
removed members in a network (Duijn, Kashirin, and Sloot 2014, 3). In Singapore, the
arrest of a broker often leads to the dismantling of her operation. In the above-mentioned
case of Seng Swee Meng, the police raided their apartment in Geylang and arrested 30 sex
workers operating in Joo Chiat and Geylang, of whom 14 had been recruited by Seng’s
wife. A few days later, the police arrested another 24 Vietnamese women at another apart-
ment, including four recruited by Seng’s associates. In the end, their operation was dis-
mantled and Seng (his wife was in Vietnam at the time of the raids) and his sister-in-
law were sentenced to jail (Alkhatib 14-15/04/2012a, 2012b). These brokers are not
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replaceable because they hold unique influence and social capital acquired over the years,
and for some an administrative status gained through marriage. The difficulty in transfer-
ring these features to a potential successor explains why even a trusted client endowed with
similar competencies cannot replace a missing or vulnerable broker.

However, quasi-family networks produce dilettante recruiters who might eventually
launch their own operation. Sheldon Zhang, Ko-Lin Chin, and Jody Miller (2007)
propose the ‘gendered market perspective’ to explain the impact of gender in the industry,
in particular why women join human smuggling operations in China, a business tradition-
ally managed by men. To become a snakehead, men and women must have ample social
connections including access to resources and opportunities, and a strong entrepreneurial
spirit. A third prerequisite for women is that their ‘participation and roles must be viewed
as an extension – rather than as a contradiction – to women’s cultural expectations as care-
givers in the family and community’ (Ko, Zhang, and Miller 2007, 718). Similarly, in his
elaboration of brokerage as a career model, Jeremy Boissevain (1974, 154–165) posits that
a person becomes a broker by cultivating relations, controlling first-hand resources and
acquiring a central position in a network. The Vietnamese sex workers who become dilet-
tante recruiters and accessorily brokers met all these conditions. Over time, sex workers
acquire experience and social and financial capital through circular migration, and
hence reduce their dependency towards their brokers. The most entrepreneurial women
may build their own network in which they take on the caring role of ‘elder sister’ (chị)
and become dilettante recruiters, and eventually brokers. These steps are easily taken
because brokerage as practiced in quasi-family networks is a simple logistical activity
that requires little investment, basic skills, improvisation, bricolage and an opportunistic
mind-set. Prior to that, however, aspiring broker candidates must ideally secure perma-
nent residency or a long-term pass and a safe house in Singapore, two conditions that
are difficult to fulfil in a country where legislation is strictly enforced and property
prices are very high. While these conditions are not insurmountable obstacles for auda-
cious brokers like Oanh, they are for many young women who consider the brokerage
path if they are unable to secure a marriage with a Singaporean client. However, the
few who decide to do so take advantage of fortuitous circumstances to fill the vacuum
left by the few brokers who leave the business due to personal circumstances or forced
removal. Hence, quasi-family networks reproduce themselves not because of redundancy,
but as a result of a process in which dilettante recruiters become brokers, or in Oanh’s
terms, when ‘daughters’ become ‘mothers’.

4. Conclusion

The family form function as a normative framework that signifies relations and gener-
ates protection, belonging, hierarchy, obligation and extended commitment. It perme-
ates sex work communities across varied social and cultural settings. In the
community of Cambodian ‘professional girlfriends’, ‘“the family” becomes resignified,
as the women group together to share money and material goods, as well as care for
and nurture each other while living far away from their biological families’ (Hoefinger
2013, 126). In settings serving as both workplace and residence, Lao bar owners become
surrogate parents who ‘provide food and board, they eat together with staff and more
importantly they play the role of family caretaker, looking out for the young woman’s
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wellbeing’ (Lyttleton 2014, 64). The frontier between actual and fictive kinship, and
between family and brothel life, becomes even more blurred in colonial Bombay
(Tambe 2006). There brothel-owners use the family idiom to discipline sex workers
and secure their loyalty. In addition, they adopt inducted girls and recruit widows,
women fleeing oppressive family life, daughters sold by their destitute parents, and
wives placed by their husbands. The sex workers are allowed visits by their relatives
and raise their children in the brothels. In the United States, too, the family metaphor
informs the protective yet unequal bonds that street sex workers establish with their
primps: the former form a community of ‘folks’ and call their pimps ‘daddy’, and the
latter call their protégés ‘wiley’ for ‘wife-in-law’ and refer to their colleagues as ‘pimping
brothers’ (Read 2014). And in New York, the family form shapes the Italian mafia in
New York organised around family bonds of allegiance tied to lineage, seniority and
kinship position (Ianni 1972). Hence, the family form takes different iterations and
serves varied purposes in specific contexts.

The case of Vietnamese quasi-family networks in Singapore supports this conclusion.
Their inner core is formed by kinship ties and managed by brokers who blur evolving
asymmetries and merge market and care economies. These networks operate under a
family ethos that transforms brokerage into a charitable business, the broker into a surro-
gate parent and the clients into ‘daughters’, and borrow social processes instilled in the
family form to ensure their reproduction. Like in colonial Bombay, the frontier between
quasi-family networks and actual families of the sex workers can blur even more. Vietna-
mese sex workers shared a substantial part of their gains with their parents, particularly
their mothers who handled family finances. While some mothers encouraged their daugh-
ters to engage in sex work for economic reasons, a few paid visits to them during their
short stints in Singapore, as I could observe while living in Oanh’s flat. In some occasions,
elder sex workers convinced their junior siblings to follow their path, and introduced them
to recruiters of a network, as I also noticed. Overall, the family form, through its power to
inform social structure, generate cohesion and ensure its continuity, provides a practical
reference that renders quasi-family networks meaningful and structurally and operation-
ally viable.

This model is compatible with dyadic networks where central brokers live with their
clients for certain periods of time in protected environments. In other words, physical
contact is necessary to shape social bonds in a familial way. Yet, the family form is inap-
propriate for decentralised networks where migrants establish more depersonalised and
market-oriented relations with multiple actors from the brokerage chain. The literature
on Chinese snakeheads highlights the importance of social and familial relations for
organisational and operational purposes, in particular for recruitment. However, these
relationships do not generate fictive kinship (Zhang 2008). The same can be argued for
decentralised networks of recruiters, trainers, brokers and placement agents that facilitate
sanctioned labour migration to countries like Singapore. In this case, labour migrants
establish bureaucratic relationships with actors from the migration industry, which
rarely extend beyond contractual dealings. In the realm of labour, however, it is not
unusual for domestic workers to become integrated into the households of their employers
as fictive kin. The relevance of the family form in corporate crime networks facilitating
migration for sex work is more difficult to assess due to the lack of data. Christine
Chin (2013) pays more attention to the organisational and operational features of
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Syndicate X than to the nature of the relationships that Chinese sex workers establish with
their recruiters and managers. If the family form were to apply to this model of facilitation
and employment, it would most likely be in the residences and workplaces controlled by
managerial staff including madams. In short, the family form requires a specific social con-
figuration to emerge and become consolidated, in particular physical proximity and
regular contact amongst network members.

In addition to the family form, another central feature of quasi-family networks is
their fluidity and adaptability. Decentralised, dyadic and corporate networks involved
in the facilitation of migration for sex work are often described as static structures
with fixed features (Caouette and Saito 1999; Chin 2013; Parreñas 2011). However,
the operations of quasi-family networks in Singapore vary from one broker to
another and emerge from situated and changing contexts; all elements that shape
their structure in particular ways and at particular moments. Moreover, as this article
has shown, brokerage systems are influenced by structural dynamics that cannot be
understood with a static framework. The career model of brokerage detailed in the pre-
vious sections describes the process that leads to the acquisition of experience, social
and financial capital, and broker status and position in a network. Overall, the study
of quasi-family networks brings a dynamic perspective to the understanding of their
formation, evolution and reproduction. It shows that they derive from individual initiat-
ives and fortuitous circumstances consisting of expanding social and financial capital,
micro-brokerage operations and exchange networks. Hence, they naturally grow
bigger than basic dyadic networks of ‘chickenheads’ and ‘agents’ (Chin and Finckenauer
2012) to meet their specific needs but remain under certain limitations. They also
borrow traits from decentralised networks such as division of labour and externalisa-
tion, but without having to turn into the more complex ‘dyadic cartwheel networks’
of snakeheads (Zhang 2008) or Nigerian brokers (Campana 2015). Quasi-family net-
works are thus organic and loosely organised economic and social structures whose
core, size and scope are in perpetual motion. These features call into question
popular views of rigid and bureaucratic crime syndicates that traffic women, and cor-
roborate the thesis that the facilitation of migration for sex work is more suited to
small, flexible and dynamic networks.
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Notes

1. This figure is provided by the Singapore Tourism Board (https://www.stb.gov.sg).
2. Some blacklisted sex workers use new passports to slip through the nets of the ICA, but they

run the risk of being caught (see Public Prosecutor v Tran Thi Phuong Trang 2006).
3. The broker I met in Ho Chi Minh City provided this service. She charged US$30 for making a

passport if an ID was provided, and US$600 if no papers were provided.
4. Some try to bribe ICA official to obtain extensions of short-term passes to Vietnamese

nationals (see Public Prosecutor v Dong Ching Jit 2010).
5. Vietnamese sex workers travel to Singapore under the 2006 ASEAN Framework Agreement

on Visa Exemption that grants 30-day social visit passes, usually with low-cost carriers such
as Tiger or Lion Airways that sell return tickets for less than S$200.
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